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City of St. George Energy Services Department Chooses Milsoft
Engineering Analysis
ABILENE, Texas – February 18, 2013 — Milsoft Utility Solutions, Inc., The St. George Energy Services
Department (SGESD) in Utah has chosen Milsoft Engineering Analysis.
SGESD continuously improves its capabilities for planning, operations and management of its electric utility system.
“We will be using the Milsoft Engineering Analysis software to more accurately model and analyze our system, which
will help us plan and operate more efficiently” said Engineer Dustin Pike, “and this will help us to plan, analyze and
operate as reliably, efficiently and economically as possible.”
Milsoft Engineering Analysis software is used by 1,000 electric utilities, consulting firms, universities and others for
electric utility system planning, analysis and operations. The extremely sophisticated, but easy-to-use software has
been helping utilities for more than 25 years to increase employee productivity, service reliability and operational
efficiency, as well as ensure the most economical system improvements and additions. The software is unparalleled
in detail, accuracy and versatility, and Milsoft’s excellence in customer support is legendary.
About City of St George City Energy Services Department
Founded in 1909, SGESD provides power and energy to more than 28,000 residential and commercial customers in
Washington County in the southwest corner of Utah. According to the US Census, the city of St. George was the
second fastest growing metropolitan area in the US during the first decade of the 21st century. SGESD is one of 94 of
the nation’s more than 2,000 public power utilities to earn Reliable Public Power Provider (RP3) recognition from the
American Public Power Association for providing consumers with the highest degree of reliable and safe electric
service. Learn more at http://www2.milsoft.com/e/8522/2013-02-18/by1zq/337100511.
About Milsoft Utility Solutions, Inc.
The Milsoft team has provided industry leading engineering and operations (E&O) software and peerless customer
support to the electric utility industry in the US and abroad for more than 25 years. Milsoft’s Engineering & Operations
System integrates Engineering Analysis, Outage Management, Geographic Information, Field Engineering and IVR
Communications with each other and with a utility’s other systems, applications and data to enable the most efficient
and effective planning, operation and management of an intelligent grid. Learn more at: www.milsoft.com.

